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Sea Food

Tuna
Sardines
Mackerel
Octopus Squids
Mussels

Canned Fish

Codfish
Dried cod by a world unique specific
process, a Portuguese tradition



Codfish

The Portuguese discovered the cod in the fifteenth century, at the time of the great
voyages. They needed products that were not perishable, that could withstand the long
journeys, which sometimes took more than three months crossing the Atlantic.

After several attempts to fish at Portuguese coast, it was find the ideal fish near the North
Pole, were the first to go fishing cod in Newfoundland (Canada), which was discovered in
1497. There are records that in 1508 the cod accounted for 10% of the fish sold in
Portugal.

In 1596, in the reign of King Manuel, was sent to collect the tithe of the fishery in
Newfoundland ports of Entre Douro and Minho. Also fished for cod off the coast of Africa.

The cod was immediately incorporated into the diet and is today one of the major
traditions. The Portuguese became the largest consumers of cod in the world.

Portuguese Dry Codfish is made since the 16th century when caravels began to travel on 
the North Sea. Portugal on the top of the list of world’s codfish fishermen. Nowadays 
Portugal 26% over fishing of cod in Norway. Yearly catch just in Norwegian waters is 3000 
tonnes.

“We give to Portuguese the recognition for being the

first to introduce in power, this precious fish, universally

known and appreciated.”

(Auguste Escoffier, chef-de-cuisine French, 1903).



Codfish
Scientific name (Gadus morhua)

Among the various species of fish sold as cod we highlight two: Gadus morhua, or true
cod, inhabiting the cold waters of the Atlantic Ocean, in the regions of Canada and the
Norwegian Sea. It is also caught in Iceland and Russia.



Codfish
Scale

Cod is opened longitudinally. Two thirds of the backbone
mechanical removed. Then its washed removing all traces of
blood and viscera. Finally, the fish is stacked homogeneous on
tubs with salt.

Salting

After removal of the tubs, cod is placed on pallets fish by fish. 
The fish that was down to go up and vice versa. It takes at least 
for a month, ensuring optimum and uniform cure and the 
flavour and texture of the traditional cod.

Artificial drying

Cod is placed in trays and enters a drying tunnel where it stays
36 to 120 hours depending on their size and thickness. The
operation is repeatedly interspersed by rest periods during
which turn the fish to be stacked on pallets.
This process is essential to stabilize the moisture level and
obtain thus a homogeneous drying and the moisture content
permitted by law (<47%).

Natural drying Natural

In natural drying fish is exposed to wind and sun, being
extended in the morning and collected at the end of the day.
This process is repeated until the fish display the degree of
humidity allowed by law (<47%).

Processing the codfish by the unique Portuguese way



Codfish
Dry Salted Codfish

After salted and dried the colur is straw and stays even

After cooked, breaks down flaky and tender clear, unmistakable flavor and
sublime. Cod is recommended in all international cuisine.



Codfish
Dry Salted Codfish

Our products are supplied with every legal formality for the fishing and treatment of this
king of product.
The industry has an Auto-Regulation System (HACCP) and products are processed
according with the Good Practice Code of FAO/OMS for salted fish, accomplishing the
Regulations CE n852, n853/2004, n466/2001 and the Portuguese Law n25/2005

Special
First Class fish (with perfect salting process and conservation) –

weight > 3Kg; Price per Kg – About30,0€

Course
First Class fish (with perfect salting process and conservation) –

weight > 2Kg; Price per Kg - About 25,0€

About Prices It varies depending of quantities and period of the year. Each

order is to negotiate

Packaging New cartooned boxes, for food use. 25kg or 15Kkg

Conservation Keep in cold, from 0º to 7º Celsius, protected of direct

lightening

Before cooking Keep in safe water with less than 14º Celsius during 24 to 48

hours and substitute water 3 to 5 times, depending with the

salted flavor preference

Consumption Simple cooking in water, passing by baking coal in or using in

recipes created by great chefs

Consumers General population, including risk groups (children, elderly,

pregnant women and patients)



Canned Food 
from sea

We are honorably agents of one of the most prestigious 
Portuguese companies dedicated to the production of 
canned fish.
Founded in 1961, the products are quality guarantee and 
brand image.



Tuna Fish
OUR SUPLIER



Canned Tuna Bon Appetit

Tuna, Solid Cut in Can with 120g
Language: English; French; German; Portuguese or 
Spanish
Sauce: Olive Oil, Vegetable Oil or Natural



Glass Jars Tuna Bon Appetit

Tuna, Filets Cut in Glass Jars with 250g or 150g
Language: English, French or Portuguese
Sauce: Olive Oil and Natural



Canned Tuna Bon Appetit

Tuna, Solid Cut in Round Can with 170g
Language: English, French or Portuguese
Sauce: Olive Oil, Vegetable Oil or Natural



Canned Sardines Bon Appetit

Sardines, Plain Cut in Can with 120g
Available Languages: English; French; German; 
Portuguese and Spanish
Sauce: Olive Oil, Vegetable Oil, Hoy Oil, Tomato or Hot 
Tomato



Canned Gourmet Tuna in x2 Round Can Cluster
As do Mar

Tuna, Solid Cut in Olive Oil in can with 100g or 200g
Language: English, Italian or Spanish



Canned Fish in cartoned boxes Bon Appetit

Mackerel, Sardines, Octopus, Squids and Mussels
In 120g boxes 
Language: English; French or Portuguese



Gourmet Tuna in Glass Jar
As do Mar

Tuna, Fillets in Glass Jars with 150g or 250g
Language: English, Italian or Spanish
Sauce: Olive Oil or Natural



Canned Gourmet Sardines in can
As do Mar

Sardines, Plain in 120g can
Language: Italian
Sauce: Olive Oil, Lemon Olive Oil or Hot Olive Oil



Food Service Range, Tuna

Piteu, Vegetable Oil
Pack Ponche with 1Kg

"Bon Appetit", Vegetable Oil
Pack Big Can with 2 Kg

"Bon Appetit", Natural
Pack Big Can with 2 Kg



CANNED FISH COMMERCIAL CONDITIONS:

1. Our prices are Exwork-Lisbon-Camarate-Portugal (Warehouse
address

2. Supplier will charge the market rate for delayed payments.
3. Supplier will be able to change this Price List without previous notice,

whenever the market conditions requires it.
4. This Price List is a Net-Net table and the services like transport,

insurance, labeling and others will be charged as an upside cost.
5. Indicative price for labeling are referred and will be charged if

required by the country rule or client requirement.
6. Agent commissions will be also an upside, must add the % required

to each product. Each case will be negotiate
7. Minimum quantity of sale = 1 pallet.
8. For round cans Bon Appetit will be 1 FLC 20'.
9. Payment terms for new clients : pre-payment or LC at site and

irrevocable, confirmed in one of our banks.
10. The brand “As do Mar” is not available in all countries.

TUNA SPECIE

Skipjack (Katsowonus Pelamis) for all except 100ge and 200gr Ás do Mar.
100g and 200gr Ás do Mar are made of Yellow fin (Thunnus Albacares)
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